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Abstract

Semi-supervised video object segmentation (VOS) aims
to track the designated objects present in the initial frame
of a video at the pixel level. To fully exploit the appear-
ance information of an object, pixel-level feature matching
is widely used in VOS. Conventional feature matching runs
in a surjective manner, i.e., only the best matches from the
query frame to the reference frame are considered. Each
location in the query frame refers to the optimal location
in the reference frame regardless of how often each refer-
ence frame location is referenced. This works well in most
cases and is robust against rapid appearance variations,
but may cause critical errors when the query frame con-
tains background distractors that look similar to the target
object. To mitigate this concern, we introduce a bijective
matching mechanism to find the best matches from the query
frame to the reference frame and vice versa. Before find-
ing the best matches for the query frame pixels, the optimal
matches for the reference frame pixels are first considered
to prevent each reference frame pixel from being overly ref-
erenced. As this mechanism operates in a strict manner,
i.e., pixels are connected if and only if they are the sure
matches for each other, it can effectively eliminate back-
ground distractors. In addition, we propose a mask em-
bedding module to improve the existing mask propagation
method. By embedding multiple historic masks with coordi-
nate information, it can effectively capture the position in-
formation of a target object. Code and models are available
at https://github.com/suhwan-cho/BMVOS.

1. Introduction
In recent years, video object segmentation (VOS) has

attracted extensive attention because of its applicability
to diverse fields in computer vision. It is also widely
used in real-world applications including video editing, au-
tonomous driving, video surveillance, and robotics. VOS
can be divided into different subcategories, such as semi-
supervised VOS, unsupervised VOS, weakly-supervised
VOS, interactive VOS, and referring VOS, depending on the
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Figure 1. Comparison of a conventional surjective matching mech-
anism and our proposed bijective matching mechanism by visual-
izing the similarity map generation process and information trans-
fer flow. We assume that the reference frame contains H’W’ pixels
and query frame contains HW pixels. Surjective matching trans-
fers information from the reference frame to the query frame con-
sidering only the best matches for the query frame, while bijective
matching considers the best matches for both the reference frame
and the query frame.

type of target object guidance. In this study, we deal with
semi-supervised VOS, which aims to track and segment a
designated target object in a video using the initial frame
ground truth segmentation mask of that object.

To leverage the appearance information of the target ob-
ject, feature matching that compares the extracted features
is widely adopted. As VOS is a pixel-level task, the fea-
ture matching is generally performed for every single pixel
features to capture the detailed information. The features
extracted from the query frame are compared to those from
the reference frame at the pixel level. Then, based on the
similarity scores from the comparison, the information of
the reference frame is transferred to the query frame.

Conventional VOS solutions [35, 38, 29, 44] employ a
surjective matching mechanism. That is, the query frame
pixels select the best-matching pixels in the reference frame
and transfer the information from those pixels without any
consideration of reference frame options. This approach is
robust against large appearance changes and works well in
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most cases, but may cause critical errors when background
distractions are spread on the query frame. As there is no
limitation to the number of reference frame pixels being ref-
erenced, background distractors in the query frame will get
high foreground scores and can disrupt the prediction. To
mitigate this issue, we introduce a bijective matching mech-
anism to find the best matches from the query frame to the
reference frame and also vice versa. In Figure 1, we vi-
sualize the comparison of surjective matching and bijective
matching. Unlike surjective matching, the pixels in bijec-
tive matching are connected for information transfer if and
only if they are the best-matching pixels for each other. As
information transfer is performed much more strictly com-
pared to surjective matching, it is effective when the refer-
ence frame and query frame are visually similar and contain
multiple distractions in the background.

Although feature matching is effective at capturing the
appearance information of a target object, it is prone to dis-
tractions. To compensate for this, some works [39, 37, 15]
use the position information of an object to take advan-
tage of the property of a video that an object usually oc-
cupies similar positions in consecutive frames. Despite its
soundness, the use of position information is still limited
under a simple mask propagation method, such as feeding
the downsampled previous frame mask into a decoder. To
better utilize the position information of a target object, we
propose a mask embedding module. By considering mul-
tiple historic masks simultaneously, the future object posi-
tions can be better predicted. To help the network perceive
the spatial location, coordinate information is also fed into
the mask embedding module.

We validate our proposed method on public bench-
mark datasets for VOS, i.e., the DAVIS 2016 [30], DAVIS
2017 [31], and YouTube-VOS 2018 [42] datasets. Our pro-
posed bijective matching mechanism and mask embedding
module are demonstrably effective on all datasets. In ad-
dition, compared to existing state-of-the-art methods, our
method achieves comparable accuracy with a much higher
inference speed. We believe our method has the potential to
be widely used in various computer vision applications.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce a bijective matching mechanism to find
the best matches from the query frame to the reference
frame and vice versa. As information is transferred in
a strict manner, background distractions in the query
frame can be effectively removed.

• We propose a mask embedding module that embeds
multiple historic masks with coordinate information to
better predict the future object positions.

• Our proposed method achieves favorable accuracy com-
pared to existing state-of-the-art methods while main-
taining much faster inference speed.

2. Related Work

Feature similarity matching. Semi-supervised VOS is
generally based on feature matching, which compares the
embedded features of reference frames against a query
frame. To capture the information that lies in a local area,
the feature matching for VOS is performed at the pixel level.
VideoMatch [12] builds foreground and background tem-
plates using the initial frame information, and generates
the similarity scores using a soft matching layer. Extend-
ing from VideoMatch, FEELVOS [37] uses the previous
frame’s information as well as the initial frame when gener-
ating the template, and utilizes the output of feature match-
ing as an internal guidance of the network. To increase the
usefulness of the generated similarity map, RANet [38] pro-
poses a ranking attention module that ranks and selects con-
formable feature maps as per their importance. In order to
fully utilize the information extracted from all past frames,
TVOS [47] proposes a transductive approach and STM [29]
proposes to use memory networks. Extending from STM,
EGMN [25] exploits an episodic memory network where
frames are stored as nodes. Memory-based approaches are
effective at fully utilizing the accumulated information but
suffer from increasing memory size over time. To overcome
this limitation, GC [20] proposes a global context module to
store the information with constant memory size and com-
putation. Similarly, AFB-URR [21] introduces an adap-
tive feature bank update scheme to dynamically absorb new
features and discard obsolete features for efficient memory
management.

Background distraction. There are several existing works
that focus on relieving background distractors. FEELVOS
applies a window for local matching with a previous frame
to exclude the distractors by restricting the area when identi-
fying the most similar pixel in the template. CFBI [44] also
applies windows for local matching but uses multiple win-
dows to deal with various degrees of motion effectively. The
most similar work to our work is KMN [33]. It proposes
a kernelized memory read operation to relieve distractions
by exploiting the locality of VOS. During the memory read
process, the amount of information transferred from mem-
ory to query is adjusted by a 2D Gaussian kernel that is gen-
erated by an argmax operation along a query frame. How-
ever, as this mechanism is based on the spatial distance, it is
not able to erase the background distractors that are entan-
gled with a foreground object. In that case, it is still surjec-
tive as all query frame pixels can refer to the reference frame
pixels. Unlike these works, our proposed matching mecha-
nism is completely bijective as query frame pixels can refer
to reference frame pixels only if they are selected by refer-
ence frame pixels. As it is quite strict (not all query frame
pixels are matched), it can prevent background distractors
from bringing foreground information.
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Figure 2. Architecture of our proposed method. Surjective matching is used for global matching (initial frame as a reference frame), and
bijective matching is used for local matching (previous frame as a reference frame). To utilize the position information of a target object,
multiple historic frames are embedded with coordinate information. The output scores from feature matching modules and features from
mask embedding module are then fed into a decoder for query frame mask prediction.

Mask propagation. To exploit the property of a video
that consecutive frames are strongly interdependent, mask
propagation is popularly used in semi-supervised VOS.
RGMP [39] embeds the previous frame segmentation mask
with the query frame image to extract features of the query
frame while considering the position of the target object at
the previous frame. RANet, FEELVOS, and CFBI feeds a
downsampled segmentation mask into a decoder to provide
a coarse guidance. CRVOS [6] even solves semi-supervised
VOS using only mask propagation without feature match-
ing. In this study, we extend existing mask propagation
methods by extracting features from multiple historic masks
to utilize their temporal variations.

3. Approach

The goal of semi-supervised VOS is to predict the seg-
mentation masks for an entire video sequence using the
ground truth segmentation mask given at the initial frame.
Our framework can be divided into two portions based on
the types of information being used. The portion that uti-
lizes appearance information consists of feature matching
modules, while the portion that uses position information is
composed of a mask embedding module. The overview of
our framework is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1. Feature Similarity Matching

Like most state-of-the-art approaches [40, 11, 10, 8] for
VOS, we use pixel-level feature matching that compares the
features of every spatial location for tracking an object. The
input image and extracted features at frame i are denoted
as Ii ∈ [0, 255]3×H0×W0 and Xi ∈ RC×H×W , respec-
tively. The predicted segmentation mask and a downsam-
pled version of it are given by M i ∈ [0, 1]2×H0×W0 and
mi ∈ [0, 1]2×H×W , where the first channel indicates back-
ground and the second channel indicates the foreground.
As the ground truth segmentation mask of the initial frame
is given, every spatial location in M0 can be determined
to 0 or 1. Given that frame i is a query frame and frame
k ∈ [0, i− 1] is a reference frame, our objective is to gener-
ate M i by using Xi, Xk, and mk.

Surjective matching. To capture the relationship between
the reference frame and the query frame, we first compute
the similarity scores based on cosine distance between two
pixels in the feature space. If p and q are the single pixel
locations in reference frame and query frame features, the
similarity score between those pixels can be calculated as

sim(p, q) =
N (Xk

p ) · N (Xi
q) + 1

2
, (1)
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where N and · indicate channel normalization and ma-
trix inner product, respectively. To force the similarity
score to be in the range of 0 to 1 for calculation with pre-
dicted segmentation mask, we linearly normalize the co-
sine similarity value. Then, the similarity score matrix,
S ∈ [0, 1]H

′W ′×HW , can be obtained, where H ′W ′ and
HW are the spatial size of reference frame and query frame
features, respectively. To embody the target object informa-
tion, reference frame segmentation mask mk is reshaped,
expanded for query frame spatial location, and then multi-
plied to the similarity score matrix S as

SBG = S �mk
0

SFG = S �mk
1 , (2)

where � indicates Hadamard product and mk
0 and mk

1 de-
note the first and second channels of mk, respectively. Fi-
nally, by applying query-wise maximum operation to SBG

and SFG respectively, the matching scores Y ∈ [0, 1]H×W

can be obtained for each class. The values in Y indicate the
extent to which each pixel location in query frame is simi-
lar to each class, i.e., the probabilities of belonging to each
class based on the reference frame information.

If we delve into the above feature matching process, it
can be observed that the matching mechanism is surjective.
In other words, when connecting reference frame pixels to
query frame pixels, only the query frame pixels have the
option. All query frame pixels select specific spatial pixel
locations in a reference frame and transfer information from
those pixels, considering the similarity scores. As the opti-
mal matches from reference frame to query frame are not
considered, some reference frame pixels may be referenced
multiple times while others are not even referenced. This
property makes surjective matching robust against severe
scale variations or rapid appearance changes, but also sus-
ceptible to background distractions in its nature. In other
words, this surjective property of conventional matching
mechanism makes the algorithm flexible, but at the same
time quite unreliable.

Bijective matching. To mitigate this concern related to sur-
jective matching, we introduce a bijective matching mech-
anism. We compare the pipelines of two matching meth-
ods in Figure 3. Unlike traditional surjective matching, our
bijective matching performs a reference-wise top K opera-
tion before finding the best matches from the query frame
to the reference frame so as to remove background distrac-
tors from consideration. To ensure homogeneity between
the connected pixels, only the maximum K scores along
query frame are preserved while the others are discarded.
The similarity scores for the discarded connections are re-
placed by the lowest value in each reference frame pixel.
If K is set to infinity, there is no discarded connection so
the matching is equivalent to the surjective matching. As
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Figure 3. Pipelines of (a) a surjective matching mechanism and
(b) a bijective matching mechanism. Bijective matching can be
implemented by simply adding a top K operation along the query
frame for surjective matching.

can be seen, query frame pixels can refer to the reference
frame pixels if and only if they are selected by at least one
reference frame pixel. The query frame pixels that are not
chosen are not able to transfer information from the refer-
ence frame. This means bijective matching operates in a
stricter manner compared to surjective matching, and this
enables safer information transfer between the two frames.

As described, surjective matching and bijective matching
have different advantages that can complement each other.
Surjective matching is effective when the reference frame
and query frame are visually different but is prone to back-
ground distractors. By contrast, bijective matching is effec-
tive for transferring information between two frames that
are strongly dependent but is not effective for handling vi-
sually different frames because of its strictness. To fully ex-
ploit their respective advantages, we use surjective match-
ing for global matching with the initial frame and bijective
matching for local matching with the previous frame. The
matching scores generated from the two different matching
methods are fed into the decoder to be used as the appear-
ance information of a target object.

3.2. Mask Embedding

Although feature matching is effective for utilizing ap-
pearance information, it is susceptible to visual distractions
as it is completely based on visual information. To miti-
gate this issue, we also use position information to com-
plement the feature matching. As consecutive frames in a
video are strongly related, we can infer that the position of a
target object will also be similar in consecutive frames. The
most common approach to exploit this locality of VOS is to
propagate the previous frame’s predicted mask for current
frame mask prediction. Generally, this mask propagation
is simply performed by feeding a downsampled segmenta-
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Figure 4. Architecture of our mask embedding module. ⊕ indi-
cates concatenation along channel dimension.

tion mask of the previous frame to a decoder. Through this,
the network finds an object around the target location at the
previous frame and can exclude background distractors to a
certain extent. However, compared to the importance of po-
sition information, existing mask propagation methods have
considerable scope for improvement.

To better exploit position information of a target object,
we propose a mask embedding module that extracts effec-
tive information from historic target positions. In Figure 4,
we visualize the architecture of our mask embedding mod-
ule. Unlike existing mask propagation methods [15, 37, 38]
that only use the previous frame mask, we use multiple his-
toric masks to capture the tendencies of position variation.
The input of our mask embedding module is defined as

M i−3 ⊕M i−2 ⊕M i−1 , (3)

where ⊕ indicates concatenation along channel dimension.
By providing multiple historic masks simultaneously, the
position-based coarse prediction for the current frame’s tar-
get location can be obtained. In addition, to make the net-
work understand the spatial location, coordinate informa-
tion [24] is also concatenated along the channel dimension.
We use three pieces of coordinate information, i.e., height,
width, and the distance from the center point. We then ap-
ply four convolutional layers with ReLU activation func-
tions [28] to embed target position features. The embedded
position features are fed into the decoder with the output
from feature matching modules.

3.3. Implementation Details

Encoder. We use the DenseNet-121 [13] that is pre-trained
on ImageNet [17] as our encoder for rich feature representa-
tions. As a vanilla version outputs 1/32-sized feature maps
before fully-connected layers compared to the input image,
it is difficult to capture the details for pixel-level classifica-
tion. Therefore, we only use the first three blocks to obtain
fine-grained feature maps. The highest feature map gener-
ated by the encoder has a channel size of 1024 and spatial
size of 1/16 compared to the input image.
Decoder. The goal of a decoder is to merge high-level fea-
tures from different modules and refine those features using
multi-level features generated by an encoder. In our frame-
work, the similarity score maps from feature matching mod-

ules and embedded position features from the mask embed-
ding module are fed into a decoder as input. They are then
gradually refined and upsampled using multi-level features
extracted from the encoder using skip connections. This
feature refining process is essential, but simply upsampling
high-level features takes excessive computational time. To
obtain efficiency, we add channel-reducing deconvolution
layers [45] after every skip connection as in CRVOS [6].

Multi-object processing. To deal with a video with mul-
tiple target objects, some early works [39, 29, 33, 40] in-
dependently process each target object one-by-one. In this
case, the computational cost increases linearly based on the
number of target objects. Unlike theses works, our method
shares the image feature embedding, which is the most com-
putational process in the entire pipeline. This makes our
method quite efficient for multi-object processing. After
predicting the segmentation mask for each target object, we
aggregate those masks using soft aggregation as in prior
works [39, 15, 29].

3.4. Network Training

To overcome the lack of VOS data, existing state-of-
the-art solutions [29, 33, 44, 40] use static image datasets,
such as MSRA10K [5], ECSSD [34], PASCAL-S [19],
PASCAL-VOC [9], and COCO [23] datasets. They use
them to simulate video samples by augmenting the image
samples or use the image samples themselves to obtain
better feature representations. Unlike those methods that
require complex network training strategies, our model is
trained with a simple strategy. Either DAVIS 2017 [31]
training set or YouTube-VOS 2018 [42] training set is used,
and the models are tested on the respective datasets. Each
training snippet comprises of 10 frames with a spatial size
of 384×384 that are randomly cropped from multiple con-
secutive frames jointly and batch size is set to 8. We ran-
domly select a single foreground object as a target object,
and other objects are considered as the background. If there
is no target object observed in the initial frame, that train-
ing sample is skipped. To prevent the network from being
biased towards background attributes, we design each train-
ing snippet to contain enough number of target object pixels
in the initial frame, similar to CFBI [44]. We use cross-
entropy loss and an Adam optimizer [16] with a learning
rate of 1e-4 without learning rate decay. During the training
stage, all batch normalization layers [14] are disabled and
the encoder is frozen to preserve rich feature representa-
tions. Network training is implemented on a single GeForce
RTX 2080 Ti GPU.

4. Experiments

In this section, we describe the experimental results ob-
tained from this study. The experimental setup, i.e., datasets
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Table 1. Quantitative evaluation on the DAVIS 2016 validation set.
OL indicates online learning. (+S) indicates the use of static image
datasets during the network training.

Method OL fps GM JM FM

RMNet (+S) [40] 11.9 81.5 80.6 82.3
FEELVOS (+S) [37] 2.22 81.7 80.3 83.1
RGMP (+S) [39] 7.69 81.8 81.5 82.0
DTN (+S) [46] 14.3 83.6 83.7 83.5
RANet (+S) [38] 30.3 85.5 85.5 85.4
CFBI (+S) [44] 5.56 86.1 85.3 86.9
STM (+S) [29] 6.25 86.5 84.8 88.1
PReMVOS (+S) [26] X 0.03 86.8 84.9 88.6
KMN (+S) [33] 8.33 87.6 87.1 88.1

RGMP [39] 7.69 68.8 68.6 68.9
RANet [38] 30.3 - 73.2 -
FAVOS [4] 0.56 81.0 82.4 79.6
FRTM [32] X 21.9 81.7 - -

BMVOS 45.9 82.2 82.9 81.4

and evaluation metrics, are described in Section 4.1. Quan-
titative comparison with state-of-the-art methods on public
benchmark datasets can be found at Section 4.2. To val-
idate the effectiveness of each component, we perform an
extensive ablation study in Section 4.3. Our method is ab-
breviated as BMVOS.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use DAVIS 2016 [30], DAVIS 2017 [31],
and YouTube-VOS 2018 [42] datasets to validate our pro-
posed approach. DAVIS 2016 is the most basic dataset,
comprising 30 training videos and 20 validation videos.
DAVIS 2017 is an extended version of DAVIS 2016, con-
taining 60 training videos, 30 validation videos, and 30 test-
dev videos. YouTube-VOS 2018 is the largest dataset for
VOS, containing 3,471 training videos and 474 validation
videos. All video sequences of DAVIS 2016 only contains
a single target object, while the videos of DAVIS 2017 and
YouTube-VOS 2018 may contain multiple target objects.
Evaluation metrics. Generally, intersection-over-union is
used to evaluate the segmentation performance in VOS. The
accuracy is calculated for the entire region using region ac-
curacy J and for the object boundaries using contour ac-
curacy F . Usually, the overall accuracy G, which is the
average of J and F , is used as a main metric.

4.2. Quantitative Results

We quantitatively compare our method with state-of-the-
art methods on the DAVIS 2016 [30], DAVIS 2017 [31], and
YouTube-VOS 2018 [42] datasets. For a fair comparison,
the methods which employ other video training datasets are
not reported. The methods are separately compared depend-
ing on the use of static image datasets.

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation on the DAVIS 2017 validation set.
OL indicates online learning. (+S) indicates the use of static image
datasets during the network training.

Method OL fps GM JM FM

FEELVOS (+S) [37] 2.22 69.1 65.9 72.3
GC (+S) [20] 25.0 71.4 69.3 73.5
STM (+S) [29] 6.25 71.6 69.2 74.0
LWL (+S) [2] X 14.0 74.3 72.2 76.3
AFB-URR (+S) [21] 4.00 74.6 73.0 76.1
CFBI (+S) [44] 5.56 74.9 72.1 77.7
RMNet (+S) [40] 11.9 75.0 72.8 77.2
LCM (+S) [11] 8.47 75.2 73.1 77.2
PReMVOS (+S) [26] X 0.03 77.8 73.9 81.7

STM [29] 6.25 43.0 38.1 47.9
FAVOS [4] 0.56 58.2 54.6 61.8
VideoMatch [12] 3.13 62.4 56.5 68.2
AGSS-VOS [22] 10.0 66.6 63.4 69.8
FRTM [32] X 21.9 68.8 66.4 71.2

BMVOS 45.9 72.7 70.7 74.7

Table 3. Quantitative evaluation on the DAVIS 2017 test-dev set.
OL indicates online learning. (+S) indicates the use of static image
datasets during the network training.

Method OL fps GM JM FM

RGMP (+S) [39] 7.69 52.9 51.3 54.4
FEELVOS (+S) [37] 2.22 54.4 51.2 57.5
RANet (+S) [38] 30.3 55.3 53.4 57.2
OSVOS-S (+S) [27] X 0.22 57.5 52.9 62.1
CNN-MRF (+S) [1] X 0.03 67.5 64.5 70.5
DyeNet (+S) [18] X 0.43 68.2 65.8 70.5
PReMVOS (+S) [26] X 0.03 71.6 67.5 75.7

OSMN [43] 7.14 41.3 37.7 44.9
FAVOS [4] 0.56 43.6 42.9 44.2
AGSS-VOS [22] 10.0 54.3 51.5 57.1

BMVOS 45.9 62.7 60.7 64.7

DAVIS 2016. In Table 1, we compare our method with
state-of-the-art methods on the DAVIS 2016 validation set.
The best performance is obtained by KMN [33], with a G
score of 87.6%. However, its inference speed is not satis-
factory for real-world systems and also requires extensive
static image datasets for network training. Of the methods
trained without static image datasets, we outperform all pre-
vious approaches, with a G score of 82.2%.

DAVIS 2017. Comparison on the DAVIS 2017 validation
set and test-dev set can be found at Table 2 and Table 3, re-
spectively. As most state-of-the-art methods [29, 20, 33, 44,
40, 11] do not report their inference speed on these datasets,
we assume each video sequence contains a single target ob-
ject. On both datasets, our method shows a remarkable per-
formance even maintaining fast inference speed and without
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Figure 5. Comparison of similarity matching score maps with various K values. For a clear visualization, we linearly normalize the values
in each score map to be in the same range.

Table 4. Quantitative evaluation on the YouTube-VOS 2018 vali-
dation set. (+S) indicates the use of static image datasets during
the network training.

Method fps GM JS JU FS FU

SAT (+S) [3] 39.0 63.6 67.1 55.3 70.2 61.7
GC (+S) [20] - 73.2 72.6 68.9 75.6 75.7
STM (+S) [29] - 79.4 79.7 72.8 84.2 80.9
CFBI (+S) [44] - 81.4 81.1 75.3 85.8 83.4
KMN (+S) [33] - 81.4 81.4 75.3 85.6 83.3
LWL (+S) [2] - 81.5 80.4 76.4 84.9 84.4
LCM (+S) [11] - 82.0 82.2 75.7 86.7 83.4

RVOS [36] 22.7 56.8 63.6 45.5 67.2 51.0
CapsuleVOS [7] 13.5 62.3 67.3 53.7 68.1 59.9
S2S [41] - 64.4 71.0 55.5 70.0 61.2
STM [29] - 68.2 - - - -
AGSS-VOS [22] 12.5 71.3 71.3 65.5 76.2 73.1
FRTM [32] - 72.1 72.3 65.9 76.2 74.1

BMVOS 28.0 73.9 73.5 68.5 77.4 76.0

using static image training datasets. Compared to the meth-
ods trained using the same amount of data, it outperforms
all existing methods by a large margin, demonstrating its
exceptional generalization ability.

YouTube-VOS 2018. In Table 4, our method is compared
to state-of-the-art methods on the YouTube-VOS 2018 val-
idation set. As can be seen through STM [29], using static
image datasets can dramatically improve the performance
of the network. Even without them, our method achieves a
competitive accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art meth-
ods with quite a fast inference speed. We use the original
resolution if the number of foreground pixels is less than
1,000 so as to capture the small objects, while otherwise we
resize the videos to 480p.

4.3. Ablation Study

Bijective matching strictness. To obtain the flexibility and
reliability of prediction at the same time, we exploit surjec-
tive matching for global matching and bijective matching
for local matching. Unlike conventional surjective match-
ing, our proposed bijective matching performs a reference-
wise top K operation to ensure the stability of prediction.
Based on the K value, the strictness of matching can be
flexibly adjusted. For example, if K is set to a large value,
the matching will be performed similar to surjective match-
ing, not strictly limiting the amount of each reference frame
pixel being referenced. On the other hand, if K is set to
a small value, the matching will be performed strictly, i.e.,
information will be transferred between two pixels if and
only if they are the sure matches for each other. To prove
this property, we perform extensive ablation studies on the
K value. In Figure 5, we visualize the similarity match-
ing score maps with various K values. If K is set to in-
finity, the matching mechanism is equivalent to a surjective
matching as there is no limitation to the number of refer-
ence frame pixels being referenced. As K increases, the
matching is performed in a more relaxed manner, so the
background distractors that are similar to a target object get
higher scores. Whereas if K is set too small, the matching
is performed overly strictly and may harm the smoothness
and completeness of the segmentation mask. Therefore,
we carefully select the K value to strike a balance between
strictness and smoothness. As can be seen in Table 5, the
optimal performance is obtained when K is set to infinity
for global matching and 4 for local matching. It is notable
that the global matching achieves the optimal performance
when K is set to infinity as two frames are not interdepen-
dent enough. Adopting bijective matching for local match-
ing brings about a 2% accuracy improvement on GM.
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Figure 6. Qualitative comparison of our baseline model and BMVOS on the DAVIS 2017 validation set and test-dev set.

Table 5. Ablation study on bijective matching strictness and mask
propagation. K1 and K2 are the K values for global matching and
local matching, respectively. ME indicates the use of our proposed
mask embedding module and L is the number of frames used for
mask propagation. All model versions are trained on the DAVIS
2017 training set and tested on the DAVIS 2017 validation set.

Version K1 K2 ME L GM JM FM

Baseline ∞ ∞ - 1 67.4 65.2 69.6

I ∞ 1 - 1 68.0 66.1 69.8
II ∞ 2 - 1 69.1 67.2 71.1
III ∞ 4 - 1 69.3 67.2 71.3
IV ∞ 8 - 1 68.5 66.4 70.6
V ∞ 16 - 1 68.1 66.0 70.3

VI 1 4 - 1 65.8 64.4 67.1
VII 2 4 - 1 66.8 65.5 68.1
VIII 4 4 - 1 67.5 66.0 69.1
IX 8 4 - 1 68.4 66.4 70.3
X 16 4 - 1 68.5 66.3 70.7

XI ∞ 4 X 1 71.2 69.3 73.1
XII ∞ 4 X 2 72.0 69.7 74.3
XIII ∞ 4 X 3 72.7 70.7 74.7
XIV ∞ 4 X 4 72.3 70.5 74.2
XV ∞ 4 X 5 72.3 70.4 74.2

Mask propagation. To bolster the appearance information,
the position information of a target object is widely used
in VOS. A popular approach is just feeding a downsampled
previous frame mask into a decoder for mask propagation.
To better utilize the position information of the target ob-
ject, we propose a mask embedding module that extracts

the features from multiple historic frames with spatial coor-
dinate information. In Table 5, we compare various model
versions with and without mask embedding module, using
different number of frames for mask propagation. The best
performance is obtained when using three historic frames
with mask embedding module, with a G score of 72.7%.
Compared to the model without mask embedding module,
it dramatically boosts the G score by 3.4%.
Qualitative comparison to baseline. We qualitatively
compare BMVOS to our baseline model in Figure 6. Due to
its bijective local matching and mask embedding module,
BMVOS is more effective for capturing temporal consis-
tency of a video compared to the baseline model.

5. Conclusion
Existing VOS methods employ feature matching to cap-

ture the appearance information of a target object. However,
due to its surjective nature, it is susceptible to background
distractions that may cause critical errors. To mitigate this
concern, we introduce a bijective matching mechanism to
better transfer information from the reference frame to the
query frame. In addition, we improve existing mask propa-
gation method by proposing a mask embedding module. On
public benchmark datasets, our proposed approach demon-
strates its effectiveness while being simple and straightfor-
ward. We hope our method will be widely used for future
VOS research and the fields in computer vision.
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